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Abstract: Fluctuating nature of the stock market makes it too
hard to predict the future market trends and where to invest.
Hence, there is a need for a cross application backed by an ultramodern architecture. With the latest advancement in Deep
Reinforcement Learning, successive practical problems can be
modeled and solved with human level accuracy. In this paper, an
agent-based Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient system is
proposed to imitate professional trading strategies which is a
state-of-the-art framework that can predict and make investment
of customers money with high return. In addition to this, dealing
with interday trading strategy, the proposed architecture is
designed as a continuous training pipeline so that the model
saved is up-to-date with the recent market trends by giving higher
accuracy in prediction. The framework outperforms the base
reinforcement learning algorithms and maximizes portfolio
return. The experimental result shows how natural language
processing and statistical prediction can help us to choose the
trending stock based on news headlines and historical data so
that model invests money only in the market which gives higher
return. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
comparison of our portfolio results was done with various other
reinforcement learning algorithms by keeping the same
configuration.

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and BackPropagation
(BP) are the main techniques that help DL to perform
effective learning in complex domains.
Use of ML and DL techniques were so popular among
researchers and organizations to perform complex tasks like
automating stock market prediction and investment.
However, because of the dynamic nature of the market these
algorithms weren't able to perform predictions with higher
accuracy in the real world. Therefore, researchers started
applying reinforcement-learning (RL) techniques in stock
market prediction [6].
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Fig. 1.A Typical RL Schematic

I.

Traditional RL algorithms explore an unknown
environment and make an optimal decision by trial and error
method. By this self-learning it can achieve human-level
accuracy for doing a given task. RL agents always try to
maximize the future reward by applying some action on the
given environment. Considering this, researchers started
applying RL algorithms in stock market prediction problems
that show remarkable success in that domain. The learning
task for stock market prediction is challenging. Learning
only from historical data doesn't help because of its volatile
nature, there is a need for the model to learn continuously.
In this paper we suggested anstate-of-the-art architecture
that learns the stock market continuously. This paper adopts
the deep deterministic policy gradient(DDPG) reinforcement
learning algorithm [21],[24],[23]. Multiple models created,
learn from historical data every day. We also suggested how
to overcome the disadvantage of use of theDDPG algorithm
i.e., exploration problem.

INTRODUCTION

P

reviously machine-learning techniques were popular that
can perform the task by learning from given data without
exploring domain knowledge. Machine learning has
changed drastically over theperiod [2],[3],[4].The
introduction of artificial neural networks (ANNs) attracted
many
of
the
researchers
because
of
its
tremendouscapabilities like image recognition, natural
language processing and also time series prediction which
ismost important for today's applications. Theses ML
algorithms are Known as DeepLearning (DL) because of its
characteristic multilayer nature. Deep learning can perform
complicated tasks by exploring domain knowledge
[7],[12],[13].
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Fig. 2. An Actor-Critic Schematic
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better alternative to CNN and it is a success of Deep
Learning methods in Natural Language Processing (NLP).

DDPG is an actor-critic framework that learns deterministic
policy rather than stochastic one that helps DDPG choose
the best action to perform. The critic estimates the value
function and the actor updates the policy distribution in the
direction suggested by the critic and both the functions are
parameterized with neural networks.Selection of the best
market to invest is done based on natural language
processing (NLP) and statistical prediction. NLP is used to
find trending markets by doing sentiment analysis on the
daily news headlines [7],[23]. Sentiment analysis on news
articles becomes difficult because it has a limited set of
words along with expression. One of the major objectives of
sentiment analysis is to allocate polarity either positive,
negative or neutral to a part of the text. Hence, we have used
a lexicon and rule-based sentiment analysis tool VADER
lexicon for this purpose. We also combined sentiment
analysis with statistical prediction that can be used to find
the market which is less volatile and gives higher returns at
the same time. Furthermore, we discussed how our
architecture can accurately and continuously train the
models and can invest money to the stock market that has
higher return value with low risk. We also compare other
RL algorithms over DDPG to show how it outperforms any
other RL algorithm in the stock market domain.At the end
we have concluded with the outcomes, advantages,
disadvantages and future work that can be performed.
II.

D. Practical Deep Reinforcement Learning Approach for
Stock Trading
In this paper[21], the authors have explored a different DRL
algorithm to cope with the complex and dynamic nature of
the stock market i.e., Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(DDPG) algorithm. They have used the historical stock
market data to train their agent and also designed a minvariance portfolio allocation strategy to trade using the
DDPG algorithm that suggests when to hold, buy or sell the
stock. The experimental results show that DDPG archives
higher return than the traditional min-variance portfolio
allocation method. The only drawback of using DDPG is
world exploration, it is observed that DDPG doesn’t explore
all the possibilities.
E. A Deep Reinforcement Learning Approach to Stock
Trading
In this paper[24], the authors investigated the
potential of using DRL algorithms for stock trading.
Specifically, they have used the DDPG algorithm to train
the agent and evaluated the agent based on three trading
strategies i.e. trade only once in a week, trade only once in a
month, trade only once in a quarter. The experimental
results show that the DDPG agent allowed to trade once a
month outperforms the buy-hold benchmark of the average
across all markets. They also suggested that the use of the
DDPG algorithm in stock market trading can be a novel
work by further extending the algorithm to mitigate its
exploration problem and creating a state-of-the-art
framework using this algorithm.
F. Stock Trading Bot Using Deep Reinforcement
Learning
Although Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms perform
well in stock trading but in real world application it is better
to make a decision based on trending stock[23]. This can be
done by analyzing the news articles and then applying the
DRL algorithm to trade. In this paper the authors propose an
automated trading bot using a DRL algorithm that can
choose an action to buy, sell or hold the stocks to maximize
the accumulated return. They have chosen a DDPG
algorithm to train their agent, along with a system that can
predict the trend in stock value using news articles. The
sentiment analysis on the news article is performed using
RCNN. The proposed architecture works only for a single
stock. There is a need for a state-of-the-art architecture that
can train and trade on multiple stocks by choosing the best
out of n models.

RELATED WORK

A. Stock Price Prediction Using Reinforcement Learning
In this paper[6], the author explained how the limitations of
Machine Learning techniques are holding industries to trade
using ML algorithms. Author suggests that ML algorithms
are not adequate for learning complex problems such as
stock market trading and investment. As a result, a very
basic method of applying Reinforcement Learning in the
domain of stock market trading was proposed. The paper
proposes TD (0) algorithm which learns from experience
and performs well compared to traditional ML algorithms.
B. Deep Robust Reinforcement Learning for Practical
Algorithmic Trading
In this paper[1], the authors discussed previous methods to
algorithmic trading. In which domain knowledge is used to
extract the features that can be used to train models so that it
can dynamically adjust the trading strategy, which is not so
efficient. They came up with a different approachof using
Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithms that can
autonomously make trading decisions. They extended value
based DQN and A3C along with Stacked Denoising
Autoencoders (SDAEs) and the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) for better adaptation in the trading market. The
experimental results show that they have achieved
significant improvement over the baseline.
C. Deep learning for stock market prediction from
financial news articles
In this paper[7], the authors suggested a new way of stock
trading using a deep learning approach. They also discussed
how CNN and RNN can be used for intraday trading. A
framework was proposed that combines the convolutional
layer with a recurrent layer (RCNN). The input to the model
is a combination of historical stock data and news titles. The
experimental results show that the RCNN architecture is a
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III.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The main design of the proposed system uses
statistical analysis, sentiment analysis and the base ActorCritic DDPG algorithm which accurately predicts and
invests with high returns and at low risks. First, models are
created and news datasets are fed to pre-trained models via
the news API for each stock. We also perform sentiment
analysis to select the stock with highest sentiment, price
prediction and statistical analysis to obtain which stock to
buy, which stock to sell.
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The following paragraph below gives a detailed
description of the proposed system.

6:

Calculate the mean daily return i.ereturns.mean()

7:

Calculate the Volatility i.ereturns.std()

8:

Plot a graph of Return vs Volatility for visualization
and predict which to buy and which to sell.

9:

Return the market(ticker) name that is less volatile in
nature and with high return.

Both the algorithms 1 & 2 can be performed before
investing customers money into the stock. These algorithms
are implemented as APIs and capable of selecting the best
trending market with higher return at that point of time.

Fig. 3. High-level Architecture

A. Learner Phase

A. Collecting Data

Learner phase consists of the trained DRL agent
[23] that takes two inputs close and volume. Given the input
the agent chooses an action so as to maximize the
cumulative reward. The DRL agent makes use of the
environment object to interact. On training, it selects the
action with the policy and executes daily noticing the
environment. The prediction of sentiment analysis is fed as
an observation of the environment to the DRL agent. The
agent is made to train on multiple stocks.

We are vastly using two kinds of datasets in our
architecture. Firstly, the statistical data taken from Yahoo
Finance and secondly the news data. Both the datasets are
fetched real-time using APIs. Using the VADER lexicon
sentiment analysis algorithm summarized in Algorithm 1,
prediction on the news headlines is done. Later both datasets
are fed to the Which Stock to Buy algorithm summarized in
Algorithm 2 that in turn gives the stock with low volatility
and higher returns.
Algorithm 1: VADER lexicon sentiment analysis algorithm
1:

Make API call with auth header by identifying the
ticker

3:

Get the JSON response from the API

4:

Create a DataFrame using the JSON data

5:

For each news in the DataFrame do:

7:

As dealing with live data, we are making sure that
the models are up-to-date with the current stock market
trends. The main advantage of availing continuous training
to the DRL agent is to learn the up-and-down of the current
market price. This feature enables the architecture to be
stable in any circumstances. The real-time APIs are
responsible for continuously fetching and training the DRL
model on a daily basis. Training the agent this way achieves
higher return while learning the most recent market glitches.
C. Actor-Critic DDPG

For each ticker(stock) do:

2:

6:

B. Continuous training pipeline

DDPG algorithm is applied to maximize the returns
on the stocks. DDPG is an algorithm that simultaneously
learns Q-function by using off-policy data, the Bellman
equation and a policy which is learned based on this Qfunction. [21] The stochastic and interactive behavior of
stock market can be formulated as MarkovDecision
Process(MDP) that has State s=[p,h,b], Action a, Reward
r(s,a,s`), policy π(s), Action-value function Qπ(s,a), where
p=information of the prices of the stocks, h=amount of
holdings of stocks,b=the remaining stocks. Stock market
actions available are Buying, Selling and Holding[21]. The
DDPG algorithm of[21] is taken and in addition to a trade
API is fed. The process of trade is summarized in Algorithm
3.
Algorithm 3: Trading algorithm for DDPG

Call the SentimentIntensityAnalyzer by
passing the headlines
Store the polarity score in an array

8:

Display the polarity score using a matplotlib pie chart

9:

Return the market(ticker) name that has more positive
sentiment over others.

Algorithm 2: Which Stock To Buy Algorithm
1:

Create an empty DataFrame

2:

For each ticker/stock do:

3:

Add to Data Frame the Date and Close values

1:

Input: close, volume

4:

Merger all the closing values of the stock on same Date

2:

Set scaled_data, real_close, close

3:
5:

Use Pandas pct_change(), that in turn calculates (B0A0)/A0 i.e. the percentage change from the
immediately previous row. Where A and B are columns
with index 0 and get the return.

Observe the size of queue, if less than
window_size
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4:

5:

Set State by calling get_state method

6:

if action == 1 and scaled capital >= close:
Append close to inventory update scaled
capital = scaled capital-close and capital =
capital- real_close
Return status as buy 1 unit, cost (real_close),
action as buy,current balance and time stamp

7:

Else if action == 2 and size of inventory!=0:
Calculate invest, the default is 0 otherwise
((real_close - scaled_bought_price) /
scaled_bought_price) * 100
Return status as sell 1 unit,price
(real_close),invest,gain,action as sell,current
balance and time stamp

8:

C. DQN Agent

Return status as data not enough to
trade,action as fail,current balance and time
stamp

Fig. 6. DQN Agent Total Gains 504/10000
D. DDPG Agent

Otherwise
Return status as do nothing, action as
nothing,current balance and timestamp
IV.

EXPERIMENTS

Various experiments have been performed to
understand how our proposed system outperforms the
baseline. We have chosen other Reinforcement Learning
algorithms over DDPG to check the outcomes. The
experiments are performed on historical data (dated:
14/05/20) by considering the same configurations (Stock:
NASDAQ: GOOG, Initial money: 10000, Window size: 20,
iterations = 200, max_buy& sell = 1).

Fig. 7. DDPG Agent Total Gains 4323/10000
Table- I:Trading Performance
DDPG

ActorCritic

10000

10000

ActorCriticDuel
10000

14523

7699.12

6216.21

10504.24

45.23%

76.99%

62.16%

5.04%

A. Actor-Critic Agent
Initial
Portfolio
Value
Final
Portfolio
Value
Annualized
Return
V.

10000

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Based on the above experiments we can conclude that use of
the DDPG algorithm in stock market trading has the
potential to perform well compared to other RL algorithms.
Hence, we selected the DDPG model suggested [21]. To
achieve human-level control over the trading system we
have also introduced sentiment analysis onnews headlines
[7],[23] along with statistical analysis on historical data to
suggest which stock to invest, that can potentially give
higher returns. These functionalities drastically change the
portfolio return value when compared with the baseline. The
proposed architecture selects the stock that can give higher
return, then our DRL algorithm
invests money in that stock
automatically.

Fig. 4. Actor-Critic Agent Total Gains -7699/10000
B. Actor-Critic-Duel Agent

Fig. 5. Actor-Critic-Duel Agent Total Gains -6216/10000
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Choosing a stock that is potentially out of risk and can give
higher returnis crucial, because if a highly volatile market is
chosen then the DRL algorithm will not be efficient enough
as human to understand the up-and-down of the market.
Hence, we implemented this state-of-the-art architecture that
can select markets with low volatility and high return value
and can train the DDPG agent on multiple markets so that it
can gain knowledge about the world and invest efficiently in
the selected market. The experimental results tell us that
Actor-Critic agent and Actor-Critic-Duel agent are not
efficient enough and give negative returns, while DQN
agent performs well when compared to the other two with a
total yearly return about 5.04%. While the DDPG agent
performs best with a total yearly return of 45.23%. The
proposed architecture makes extensive use of resources like
computation power, memory, etc. The time for training
multiple markets also takes longer than usual which can be
neglected observing the outcomes. The architecture is
efficient, stable and meant for positive growth. Architecture
is flexible enough to adapt new changes and components use
APIs to communicate with each other. One can easily
change the DRL algorithm to test with a different one and
can be deployed in any cloud environment as a SaaS model.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a novel framework that mimics
the professional trading strategies. We have explored the
potential of training the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(DDPG) agent and introduced a real-time API to learn stock
trading strategy.Results show that our trained agent is more
robust and outperforms in accumulated return, balancing
risks than the other models. This work proves that by using
the most recent approach of applying deep reinforcement
learning we can get human-level control over the stock
market prediction and investment. This architecture is
suitable for practical, real-time data and scaled to take
advantage of the stocks of multiple industries. Our future
work will be to focus on reducing the computation time and
to make a production grade application.
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